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JUNE CHESTERFIELD AND TOWN AND COUNTRY DEER CRASH INFO:
CHESTERFIELD:
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A Chesterfield deer in a driveway near Schottler Road.
2019 Chesterfield Deer vs Vehicle locations Jan-June

35-incidents

I-64
3
Hwy 141 3
Baxter Road 4
Clarkson Rd 2
Conway Road 2
Eatherton Road 3
Grantley 1
Kehrs Mill Road 2
Ladue Rd 1
North Outer 40 1
Olive Blvd 3
Scohetller 1
South Outer 40 1
Wild Horse Creek 5
Wilson Rd 1
Woods Mill Rd 2
TOWN AND COUNTRY JUNE DEER REPORT: Halfway through 2019 Town and
Country has had 29 deer vs vehicle events, up three from 2018. But remember that
October through December the deer-vehicle numbers soar during rutting season.
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2019 Town and Country Deer Vs Vehicle report January- June
29 events
I-64 Ballas to Mason

1

I-64 Mason to Hwy 141

5

I-270

5

Highway 141

4

Clayton Road Mason to Bopp

Wards 1 and 2
Wards 3 and 4
Ward 1
Wards 3 & 4
2

Clayton Road Mason to Woods Mill

Wards 1 and 2
3 Ward 3

Mason Road South of Clayton Rd 4 Ward 2
Mason Road north of Clayton Rd 2 Ward 4
Maryville Drive 1 Ward 4
Weidman Road 1 Ward 3
Woodlake

1

Ward 4
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PEOPLE INJURED OR KILLED DUE TO DEER CRASHES ACROSS THE STATE:
A regular reader sent this email about listed deer crashes from out of the area:
Separately, I understand why you discuss deer/auto incidents in T&C and
Chesterfield, but doing the same outside of these municipalities/towns is simply
a nuisance to me as a reader. It would be the same as if you were discussing
DWIs in Cape Girardeau, for example; not relevant.

I started listing these during the last rut season, as the deer lovers claim the Deer aren’t
the problem. I’m trying to show they are a problem all over the State. But perhaps the
reader has a point and we should discontinue the deer incidents out of the immediate
area.
52-YEAR-OLD MAN INJURED ON I-64 AFTER HITTING A DEER: At 10:35 on
Tuesdy June 18, Earl B. Williams, 52, of Collinsville, IL totaled his 2016 Jeep after
hitting a deer on EB I-64 in St. Charles County.

33-YEAR-OLD WOMAN TOTALS CAR AND IS INJURED AFTER AVOIDING DEER
ON THE ROAD: Kimberly Cornwell of Fulton totaled her 2001 Jeep and went to the
Fulton Medical Center for treatment of injuries after trying to avoid a deer on the road on
Wednesday 06/19/19 at 3:40 AM.

DRIVER GETS A MORNING TRIP TO HOSPITAL THANKS FOR DEER IN THE
ROAD: 52-year-old Scott Dorsey not only totaled his Ford F-350 (the really big one)
pickup he also got an ambulance ride to the Hospital after trying to avoid a deer in the
road.
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36-YEAR-OLD WOMAN GOES TO HOSPITAL AFTER STRIKING DEER IN MILLER
COUNTY: Aimee Green was on Highway 52 at 10:35pm on Tuesday 07/09/18 when
she hit a deer.

21-YEAR-OLD TOTALS CAR AND IS INJURED TRYING TO AVOID A DEER AT
5:30am: Friday June 28 was the last day for Caleb Parrott’s Ford as the car was totaled
and Parrott was injured after swerving to avoid a deer in the road in Cass County, MO.

DEER HITS CAR AND SENDS 53-YEAR-OLD DRIVER TO HOSPITAL: Elizabeth
Wilburn of Cameron, MO was on Rt PP near I-35 outside of Holt, MO. When a deer ran
into the driver’s side of her 2014 Ford Focus. She went to Liberty Hospital for
treatment.
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RT PP

TWO TRANSPORTED TO HOSPITAL AFTER HITTING A DEER OUTSIDE OF
PARIS, MISSOURI: Austin Wilkerson, 24, of Paris, Missouri was operating his 2008
Suzuki motorcycle on June 29 at 9:20 PM on Missouri Highway 154 2 miles outside of
Paris. Riding behind Wilkerson was Brianna James, 20, of Higbee, Missouri, when they
hit a deer on the highway. The motorcycle was totaled and both Wilkerson and James
were transported to the hospital by a fire department EMS unit.
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Wilkerson and James leaving hospital.
WOMAN PASSENGER ON ATV AIRLIFTED TO HOSPITAL AFTER DEER STRUCK
VEHICLE. 39-year-old Kristy Nikodim of Schell City was airlifted from an accident
scene on Route RA outside of Schell City, after the Outlander ATV she was riding on
was hit by a deer. Nikodim was airlifted to Freeman Hospital in Joplin, MO. The driver
of the ATV
Nikodim was arrested by the Highway Patrol in April of 2018 for DWI, she pled guilty
and was placed on a 2-year SIS probation term.
The driver of the ATV, Transon Davis, who fled the scene also has a prior DWI.
06/13/97 Driving While Lic Revoked Guilty $95 fine
Vernon County
01/19/08 DWI, Driving While Revoked Guilty 2 years SES probation MO Hwy Patrol
09/06/08 Misdemeanor Assault Guilty fined $250
Nevada PD
02/09/08 Driving While Revoked Guilty 10 days jail
MO Hwy Patrol
02/03/11 Destruction of Property & Intox Subject in Poss of Firearm Nevada PD
12/06/11 Guilty Pleas $250 fine on each charge
05/25/12 Illegal Taking of Wildlife Guilty $250 fine
MO Dept of Conserv
08/07/13 Misdemeanor Assault Guilty $250 fine
Vernon CO SO
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Transon Davis and Kristy Nikodim
DEER IN THE ROAD KILLS MOTORCYLIST IN NW MISSOURI: Danny G. Daniels,
65, on Pattonsburg, MO was killed on July 12, 2019 at 7:05 AM when he struck a deer
on Hwy 69 while driving his 1998 Motto Guzzi motorcycle.

LEGAL FEES CONTINUE TO BE HIDDEN FROM PUBLIC VIEW: If you want to see
what Town and Country is paying for legal services you have to file an Open
Records/Sunshine letter.
For May of 2019 Town and Country was billed for $8,882 in “Hourly Legal Services” with
no explanation the reason for the billing. That was almost half of the total bill. For over
six months now I have filed the Open Records Sunshine letter. Here is what $8,882
was spent on in May.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST OR CONCERN ON BILL:
Code of Conduct: Combined billing with 5 other issues 2.2 hours; Combined billing
with 4 other issues 2.9 hours; combined with 4 other issues 1.6 hours. This was Mayor
Dalton bringing back Fred Meyland-Smith’s unconstitutional attempt to shut me up while
I was on the board of aldermen. I have to believe that Dalton brought it back to try and
shut up Ward-2 Alderwomen Tiffany Frautschi and Lindsey Butler. It is harder to
believe that City Attorney Steve Garrett research what he said was unconstitutional in
2009/i
It was before the Board at their summer retreat, but not acted on.
City Logo: Straight billing 0.40 hrs; straight billing 0.70 hours; combined billing with two
other matters 1.5 hours; I asked elected and city officials about this and never got an
answer with any details.
TOWN SQUARE: And the costs go up and up. Here are the latest bills and the total
expenses for construction of the town square. Residents were originally told this
project, including the purchase would cost about $5,500,000. There are more bills to
come concerning the construction plus now daily supplies and maintenance not
associated with construction are showing up.
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$9,719,676
+ 40,200
$9,759,876
+
312
$9,760,188

T. Hill Construction to install sod 6/10/19

TSI Geotechnical Construction/land testing 6/01/19

The Town and Country “Town Square” only abuts one street and has a large
commercial building in the middle of it.

Here is what most people consider a Town Square to be. This one is located in
Copenhagen, Denmark where I was two weeks ago:
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This one borders four streets making it a “Square” and has no retail buildings in the
middle of it. The Town and Country “Town Square” could best be called “Dalton’s
Donut.” It is a circle of public property with a hole in the middle for retail and owned by
developer Bob Brinkman.
TOWN AND COUNTRY BUDGETED $10,600 TO FIREWORKS FIRM THAT INJURED
11 SPECTATORS ON JULY 4TH: The 2019 Fire and Ice Fireworks Display plus the
ribbon cutting for the Town Square boondoggle were rained out on June 22 and
rescheduled for Friday August 16. Two weeks after the rainout the Town and Country
Fireworks contractor, J&M Display injured 11 people who were watching the Webster
Groves 4th of July fireworks display.
J&M Display had a shell fire prematurely showering the crowd with fireworks. This was
not the first screw up involving J&M in Webster Groves. In 2016 J&M accidently set off
the finale bust of fireworks at the start of the show.

Here are the injuries suffered by one person because
of the a J&M fireworks misfire. (Photo from the Webster-Kirkwood Times)
There was to be a second show in Webster Groves on July 6, but the city cancelled the
show after the injuries caused by J&M on July 4th.
J&M Display will have a longer chance to injure people at the Town and Country August
show thanks to Ald. Jon Benigas and the rest of the Board of Alderman. Benigas
thought the fireworks should be extended to celebrate the Town Square $10,000,000
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boondoggle. The rest of the alderpersons the voted ti spend $3,000 for a total of
$10,600 for a longer show and a longer chance for J&M to set fire to spectators.
Of course Benigas and friends have also lengthened the time dogs and cats that live
within the sound of the show will be terrified.
BOARD OF ALDERMEN VOTE TO LEAVE MASON VILLAGE’S HONEYSUCKLE
ALONE: Honeysuckle removal from the Love Development Property (Mason Village
Shopping Center) will not be happening, as least by the city.
The development deal to build the “Town Square” was down to Love Development and
Brinkman Development. Love is represented by CEO and President Larry Shiffer. Love
owns and operates the Mason Village Shopping Center next to the Town Square
property on Clayton Road at Mason Rd..

Larry Schiffer

Bob Brinkman

When Brinkman got the deal to develop the property late in 2016, word out of City Hall
was that Schiffer refused to cooperate with anything to do with the development. The
Board of Aldermen voted to use city money and have Brinkman remove Honeysuckle
on adjoining property after getting property owners’ permission. This was done on two
sides of project, but Schiffer and Love refused to let Brinkman on the property.
Now in 2019 Schiffer has said he would allow Brinkman to remove the Honeysuckle.
Clearly Ald. Skip Mange and Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist and the taker of a widow’s
business by eminent domain for a development that never happened, Jon Dalton were
in favor of this. It turns out they were the only ones. The cost to remove the
Honeysuckle from private property would cost taxpayers another $3,100.
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Mange said it was not right for diners in a possible restaurant that Brinkman told
Aldermen two years earlier that he had a tenant for a restaurant, but could not name
them. Now he can’t name the restaurant because it does not exist.
Here is some of the discussion:
Ald. Tiffany Frautschi: I’m not in favor of having this honeysuckle removed. There are
scrubs and trees there also. If you pull them out you will have a storm water issue. The
view behind the honeysuckle is dumpsters. Also if you (or Love Development) put in a
walkway you have to remove a parking space. If you don’t, I don’t think it is a good idea
putting in a walkway in that dead ends at the rear of a car/

Frautschi
Ald. Mange: The City made a verbal commitment to remove honeysuckle. There is
nothing in writing.

Mange
Ald. Jon Benigas: Larry Schiffer kept us from doing this originally. I will vote against it.

Benigas
Mayor Jon Dalton: I would like to see this continued. (Hoping to find support for it.)
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Dalton
Ald. Mange: I don’t see doing that, mayor. It should be finished tonight. We should
vote on it tonight.
Ward-2 Alderwomen Tiffany Frautschi and Lindsey Butler spent the weekend before
the Aldermanic meeting walking the property. They came up with these three points:
1) There is more than Honeysuckle to remove. There are undergrowth and trees.
2) There are storm water runoff issues on the Mason Village property.
3) If you removed the Honeysuckle future diners at the unknown restaurant would have
a view of dumpsters on the Mason Village Property.
I went over to the site and took photos.
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SECOND STORE SIGNS LEASE AT TOWN SQUARE:

Cha Boutique is a high end women’s fashion shop. Its main store is located on Clayton
Road in Ladue. They hope to open a second store in the Town Square by the middle of
August.
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They appear to be targeting young women with money to spend. Here is a link to their
website:
https://shop-cha.com/

ACTING CHIEF RETIRES: Bob Arthur finally made up his mind. Capt. Arthur who had
been with the department since January of 1985 was waffling on his retirement. First he
planned his retirement to be on May 1. But Chief Gary Hoelzer retired and took a job in
the private sector. Bob decided to stay on as Acting Chief. Next he planned to retire by
June 15 and go the Hungry and help start a Christian Church in Budapest. Then he put
off the retirement, but used vacation time for the trip to Hungry. After he returned to
decided to retire on August 9, 2019, but he used built up vacation leave and July 16 was
his last day at the police station.
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In Bob Arthur’s last minutes on duty he introduced two new hires made while he was in
charge of the department.

Eric Diez (left) was a Highway Patrol trooper and then a police officer in Brentwood
before being hired by Town and Country. Jeff Rowland (right) had worked at the
Jefferson City PD before being hired by T&C.

New Police Chief James Cavins introduces himself to the police commission.
POLICE COMMISSIONER WHO DIDN’T LIKE TO FOLLOW THE LAW IS GONE:
Allen Allred, a local lawyer who refused to follow Missouri traffic laws by not displaying a
front license plate on his Porsche “mid-life crisis” sports car and ignoring parking laws
has left town. Allred has moved to South Carolina where we only hope that the local
police will force him to obey traffic and parking laws.
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HERE TODAY AND GONE TOMORROW: At 13406 Thornhill Drive
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Coming soon
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CHESTERFIELD MAN TRIES TO KILL MOTORIST ON I-64 IN TOWN AND
COUNTRY. David Derigne, 55, has been charged with shooting into a woman’s car on
Monday night (6:50 pm) at WB I-64 and Mason in Town and Country. Derigne lives in
Chesterfield at 7 Windfall.

Apparently at about 6:50pm the victim in a Kia cut off Derigne on westbound I-64. He in
turn being pissed and cut her off and then by the time they got to I-64 and Mason Road
while in the right lane in his Chevrolet pickup truck Derigne took out a .45 automatic
handgun and opened fire on the Kia hitting it five times.
Other motorists called 9-1-1. The shots into the Kia included one hitting the right front
seat and one hitting a backseat headrest.
A witness reported Derigne exited at Maryville Center. A Town and County officer
stopped him at the Westminster Christian Academy entrance. Derigne admitted that “he
screwed up” and confessed. He was charged with Assault and Armed Criminal Action.
Derigne had been an aircraft flight inspector for 37 years at Boeing.
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Derigne’s bond was set at $75,000 cash. He bonded out one-hour after being booked
at the County Jail. Since Deringne has to clear criminal background checks to work for
a Defense contractor, his days at Boeing maybe over or numbered.

__________________________________________________________________
___
OFFICIAL RELEASE

On Monday, 07/15/2019, at approximately 1849 hours, officers responded to a shots fired call involving a road rage
incident on westbound Interstate 64 in the area of the Mason Road overpass. A witness advised a subject operating
a white in color Chevrolet Pick-up fired several shots at a white passenger car. The suspect vehicle was located a
short time later, and the suspect was taken into custody without incident. A firearm was recovered from the suspect
vehicle. The victim was not injured during the incident; her vehicle, however, sustained significant damage
consistent with several rounds that impacted the vehicle.
On Tuesday, 07/16/2019, David Matthew Derigne, a 55 year old resident of Chesterfield, Missouri, was charged
with Felony Assault and Armed Criminal Action through the St. Louis County Prosecutor’s Office and posted a
$75,000.00 Bond.

ARTILLERY BASE SHUT DOWN BY TOWN AND COUNTRY POLICE: For the last
three or four years the two weeks before and after the Fourth of July and around New
Years Eve residents in the subdivisions of Mason Valley, Van Courtland, Thornhill,
Buckland Hall and subdivisions off of Topping and further north on Mason Road have
had to put up with window rattling, extremely loud aerial bombs.
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The Town and Country Police finally silenced this military bombardment activity last
weekend. The homeowner at 1625 Mason Knoll Road in the Mason Valley subdivision
got stupid and kept firing off these loud bombs every five minutes, until the police were
able to locate him in the act and cite him.

Matthew Grant who was cited knew perfectly well fireworks were illegal in St. Louis
County and Town and Country since he had to drive to Jefferson County to get artillery
shell supplies.
Grant, a lawyer, has lived at the Mason Knoll address since 2011.
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PLANNING AND ZONING MEETING :
TEAR DOWN NHC NURSING & LONG TERM CARE FACILITY REPLACING IT WITH
A $60,000,000 UPSCALE CLARENDALE SENIOR LIVING FACILITY: There was not
vote on this issue, just a public hearing. We are out of room in this week’s newsletter
and will have full coverage next week in Newsletter #388.
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A section and main entrance to the proposed Clarendale Senior Living facility at 13995
Clayton Road.

LOOK FOR MORE SLOW TRAFFIC ON CLAYTON ROAD: The St. Louis Country
Library is pushing a project down the throats of people in Frontenac. The County
Library people want to build a two story $20 million 81,574 sq feet headquarters building
to replace the one in Ladue on Lindbergh Blvd. just south of Clayton Road.
The building would violate the City of Frontenac’s zoning, but since the Library District is
a separate political body, like a city or school district they don’t have to obey zoning
codes or “no” votes by the Board of Aldermen.
The Library District currently owns the property at Spoede and Clayton Road. The
overall plan is to build the headquarters and then tear down the HQ building and library
on S. Lindbergh and replace it with just a new library building.

Current Library District headquarters building at 1640 S. Lindbergh.
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The proposed headquarters building at Clayton and Spoede Roads
The intersection is busy now, but the library HQ would add another several hundred
cars a day.

Clayton and Spoede.
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THE BATTLE OF THE SIGNS: Edison Real Estate, LLC. Want a sign variance for their
gas station, convenience. Store and retail store. With McArthur’s Bakery moving out
and Scholtzsky’s sandwich shop moving in, they want new signs..
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It was a bit of a surprise that Barb McGuinness, owner of a small retail business in a
strip center (the last Velvet Freeze in the world) in Jennings was not happy with the sign
package and introduced an amendment that once passed the applicant could not ask
for a change.

McGuinness
Ben Keathley thought this was stupid, saying; “If you don’t like the sign package just
vote against it”
Tom DeCampi was not happy with McGuinness’ amendment.
“Any help we can give them and other stressed brick and mortar retailers should be
seriously considered.” DeCampi also responded to a comment by McGuinness about
the message on the signs. “We shouldn’t bring any comment on their marketing. That
is not our job.”
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DeCampi
This got to be stupid. Dan Hurt, Tom DeCampi and Ben Keathley lost on a 3-5 vote to
allow Edision to slightly increase the sign size. The same voted against the more
restrictive sign amendment which passed 5-3.
CHESTERFIELD MAY BE PROVIDING IT SERVICES TO TOWN & COUNTRY AND
FRONTENAC: Chesterfield City Council approved the City IT staff providing services to
the City of Town and Country and the City of Frontenac. If approved by the two cities,
Chesterfield would hire a new IT employee and bump the IT Director’s salary by
$12,000. Chesterfield would see a cash profit of $17.011, but with the additional
employee the overall profit would be $37,788. Town and Country would pay $55,000 a
year and Frontenac would have to cough up $35,000.
The contract still has to be approved by Town and Country and Frontenac. It is on
Town and Country’s agenda this Monday for a first read. If either city does not approve
the contract the deal will be dead.
The contract to provide IT services passed on a 7-1 with Barb McGuinness cast the
lone “NO” vote stating that she did not think the city was making a large enough profit
off the deal.
Information Technologies – Contract for Services
At the last meeting of the F&A Committee, the committee recommended that the City
Council authorize a professional services contract for services with two adjacent cities
to provide information technologies services. A detailed review of the scope of services
describes not only the “broke\fix” activity, but generally describes a full-service
network manager\advisor. These Cities request and desire the benefit of
Chesterfield’s expertise in the development, long-term management, security,
oversight, and operational recommendations of a modern municipal IT Department.
The scope of work provides for 24/7 support as is required for any municipal IT
function. For obvious reasons, this will require considerable effort and attention, and
work load over and above the current expectations for both the Director and
Technician and the hire of an additional technician. The proposal includes additional
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compensation for these existing employees. However, it should be noted that this
compensation is tied directly with the IT Services Contracts and should those
contracts not be renewed, the additional compensation would also be eliminated. It is
recognized that this compensation is directly linked to the additional
effort\commitment associated with the contracts with Frontenac and Town &
Country. Should those agreements terminate, the employee compensation related
thereto will concurrently terminate. Inasmuch as the proposed contract involves
financial impacts and authorizes budgetary adjustments, a roll call vote is
required.

In summary, if the City Council accepts this proposal, the financial impacts are as
follows:
Annual Contract sum due from City of Frontenac

$35,000

Annual Contract sum due from City of Town & Country

$55,000

Fully loaded cost of Additional IT Technician (F4)

<$51,942>

Additional compensation Director of Information Technologies

<$12,000>

Additional compensation Technical Operations Administrator

<$6,000>

Add City costs associated with $18,000 compensation (16.93%)

<$3,047>

NET ANNUAL ADDITIONAL REVENUE TO CITY OF CHESTERFIELD
Additional value associated with Tech (2 days of 5 = 40%)
Total benefit to City
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$17,011

$20,777
$37,788

Woodpoint Dr Chesterfield Village Apts
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Meadow Oak Drive
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YMCA

YMCA rear parking lot
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INFLATION: Here are some concert ticket prices from 1972: Check the prices and
tickets were available at Northwest Plaza and a head shop in Webster Groves.
(Spectrum). Times have changed,

MUSIC: If you missed Dean Christopher performing with the Route 66 Jazz Orchestra
at Jazz at the Bistro here is a You Tube link of his performance. (He comes out after a
number by the band)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WOY2M7O-L8

VACATION Part 1: Some things never change: We like the service and price on
Icelandair and fly them anytime we go to Europe. It involves a plane change in
Reykjavik, but is the only airline we can afford to fly first class on. Also it can be like
entering a time machine.

Flight attendant in 2006

Same flight attendant in 2019
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Police Patrol: 32-years in Law Enforcement I was never tried to have a collection of
badges and patches. However when I travelled around the United States and overseas
doing off-duty jobs writing magazine articles for police trade magazines or teaching, I
would be given patches and got in the habit of taking some with me to hand out.
This trip in 2019 was the last time I will be doing that as I’m running out of police
patches to hand out. On this vacation I made it a point to go to police stations in smaller
cities and towns in Iceland and Norway. Here are some of the people I met:

Officers in Isafjordur, Iceland (Pop. 2,571) with patches from Liberty, MO (the location of
the first daylight bank robbery in U.S. history), Chevy Chase, Maryland, Town and
Country and Chesterfield.

Patches to an officer at the Akureyri, Iceland Police Station. (Pop. 18,925)
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Patches to an officer at the police Leknes, Norway Police Station. (Pop.3,556)

At the Tromso, Norway Police station (Pop.71,000)
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This is the police station secretary/clerk at Aurland, Norway, (Pop. 1,715) where officers
patrol five towns and villages. The police station and city hall are on the third floor of this
building above a bank and taxicab office.

This is the view out of the police station window:
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CARTOONS:
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